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ABSTRACT

The Fremont River drains about 1000 km² of Mancos Shale badlands, which provide a large percentage of the total sediment load of its middle and lower reaches. Factors controlling sediment movement include: weathering that produces thin paralithic soils, mass movement events that move the soil onto locations susceptible to fluvial transport, intense precipitation events that move the sediment along rills and across local pediments, and finally Fremont River floods that move the sediment to the main-stem Colorado River. A forty-year erosion-pin study has shown that down-slope creep moves the weathered shale crust an average of 5.9 cm/yr. Weather records and our monitoring show that wet winters add large slab failures and mudflows. Recent sediment-trap studies show that about 95% of sediment movement across pediments is accomplished by high-intensity summer convective storms. Between 1890 and 1910, a series of large autumn floods swept down the Fremont River, eroding its floodplain and transforming it from a narrow and meandering channel to a broad, braided one. Beginning about 1940, the Fremont’s channel began to narrow. Sequential aerial photos and cross-sections suggest that floodplain construction since about 1966 has stored about 4000 to 8000 m³ of sediment per kilometer per year. These data suggest that it will take two centuries to restore the floodplain to its pre-1890 condition, which is in line with geologic studies elsewhere on the Colorado Plateau.

The various landscape elements of slope, pediment, and floodplain are semi-independent actors in sediment delivery, each with its own style. Accelerated mass movement on the slopes has an approximate 20-year recurrence. Sediment movement from slope across pediments to master stream is episodic and recurs more frequently. The slope-to-pediment portion of the system appears well connected. However, sediment transport through the floodplain is not well connected in the decadal time scale, but increases in the century and millennial time scales, and changes over time depending on the cycle of arroyo cutting and filling.

1. Introduction

This paper explores the concept of coupling, defined as the degree of landscape connectivity in an arid region of the southwest United States, where erosional and transportational processes operate at various time scales. In describing landscape dynamics, the term ‘connectivity’ describes the transmission of matter and energy among system components (Harvey, 1987, 1997, 2001, 2002). This study combines previously published work, on-going studies, and recent monitoring conducted for the US Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

The study site in the Caineville Mesas, Factory Butte area of south-central Utah (Fig. 1), contains outstanding badland topography (Stokes, 1986, p. 221). This area is an excellent place to study processes, rates, and interrelationships of erosional processes on badland slopes (see Howard, 1994) because of several factors: first, the shales within the badlands are nearly homogenous with only a few thin sandstone beds; second, there is little coarse sediment from external sources within the badlands to complicate the erosional processes; and third, the area of badlands is nearly devoid of vegetation, while there is vegetation along the floodplain of the Fremont River. Finally, several studies have been carried out on individual portions of the system that can be integrated to gain an understanding of their connectivity (Harvey, 2002).

2. Regional setting

2.1. Geology

The study area is underlain by three members of the Mancos Shale Formation. From the base upward they are: the Tununk Shale Member, approximately 195 m thick; the Ferron Sandstone Member,
approximately 75 m thick; and the Blue Gate Shale Member, approximately 430 m thick. This area is located on the east limb of the broad, gently-dipping Henry Mountains syncline, thus the outcrop pattern runs in a general north-south direction. These units are overlain by east-west trending bands of gravel-capped benches and fine-grained floodplain alluvium adjacent to the east-flowing Fremont River.

Both shale units of the Mancos Formation are described as offshore marine deposits (Patterson et al., 1985). The Tununk “consists of dark-gray, fissile shale containing a few thin layers of bentonite near the base and top and a few thin, calcareous and shaley sandstone layers near the middle.” (Hunt et al., 1953, p. 79) “The Blue Gate Shale Member... lithologically resembles the Tununk Shale Member of the Mancos in being composed almost wholly of dark-gray, finely laminated marine shale. The shale includes some very thin beds of bentonite, shaley sandstone, or shaley limestone. The lower two-thirds of the member is almost homogeneous, laminated shale except for a few slightly sandy or calcareous layers.” (Hunt et al., 1953, p. 83–84). Erosional studies reported below are located in this lower portion of the Blue Gate Member. Hepworth (1965, p. 130) reported that the
“particles of the shale are mostly silt sized and are weakly cemented with calcite, dolomite, and minor amounts of gypsum and clay. Quartz is the dominant mineral in all fractions (75–80%). Clay minerals are not abundant, but in places illite and montmorillonite make up 10% to 15% of the shale.” Richard Grauch (pers. comm., 2005) reports that there is about 12% more non-clay minerals in the Tununk soils than in the Blue Gate soils.

2.2. Climate

The climate in the study area is arid-continental in that both temperature and precipitation are highly variable (Western Regional Climate Center). The Hanksville weather station, located about 20 km east of the study area at an elevation of 1310 m, has been operated continuously since 1948, giving 58 years of record. Based upon information from this station, the average annual temperature is 12 °C; however, recorded temperatures have reached a high of 46 °C and a low of −36 °C. Daily temperature variations of 20 °C are common. The frost-free period averages about 182 days. The mean daily high temperature in the winter is 7 °C while that of the summer is 35 °C. Because of high daytime temperatures and very low relative humidity, evaporation rates are high.

Annual precipitation averages 140 mm, but has ranged from a high of 248 mm in 1957 to a low of 34 mm in 1956, a range of 728%. This high variability is also reflected in the monthly data, from a high month of 90.9 mm to many months of no precipitation. The closest other weather stations with over 50 years of record are at Green River, 83 km away, and Moab, 100 km distant. Both stations have recorded a similar variation in precipitation.

Two distinct weather patterns provide moisture to the region (Fig. 2; Peterson 1994, pp. 36–38). Frontal rain and snow storms from the Pacific Northwest cover broad areas during the winter period of November through May. These storms tend to be low intensity and moderate to long duration. Rare snowfalls of as much as 43 cm have been recorded at Hanksville.

Starting about the middle of July a southern monsoonal pattern generates localized convective storms of short duration but high magnitude. Nearly half (47%) of the average annual precipitation occurs in this July through October period (Fig. 2). The summer monsoon grades into the winter regime with an occasional large storm of long duration in September or October. These autumn storms are responsible for the greatest recorded rainfalls.

Hereford and Webb (1992) have documented decadal-scale changes in the frequency and duration of summer rainfall in the southern Colorado Plateau during the last century. In particular, 1940 marked a decrease in summer precipitation, which may have influenced the ratio of mass movement to fluvial erosion, and hence the connectivity of landscape elements described here.

2.3. Landforms

The study area encompasses 1000 km² underlain by the Mancos Shale Formation in the middle reach of the Fremont River. The uplands consist mostly of intricately eroded badlands on the gray shale units of the Mancos Formation, with a few mesas and hogbacks formed by the more resistant sandstone units.

The dominant landforms of the badlands underlain by the Blue Gate Shale are narrow, sharp-crested ridges up to 1 km in length with straight side-slopes (Fig. 3). These side-slopes are inclined at approximately 40° when they are a minimum of 30 m long (Fig. 4). In a few areas, these slopes become vertical cliffs that are explained as caused by stream or undercutting or by wind erosion (Godfrey, 1997a). Where the slopes are less than 30 m long, near the distal ends of the ridges, their inclination decreases until they become gently-rounded mounds.

The outcrop of the Tununk Shale Member is different from that of the Blue Gate. Throughout most of its area “it forms an asymmetric [strike] valley. One side of the valley is steep rising to an escarpment, generally up to c. 100 m high, capped by the Ferron Sandstone Member; the other side is much less steep and much lower.” (Hunt et al., 1953, p. 80)
valley bottom is gently rolling lowland cut by a few washes. The scarps leading down from the sandstone cap are slightly scalloped with areas of divergent flow extending only 20 to 30 m out from the rim as gently rounded knolls. The badland ridges characteristic of the Blue Gate are generally missing in the Tununk (Fig. 5).

Fringing the uplands—and separated from them by a prominent break in slope—is an apron of gently sloping pediment bearing thin silty soil over weathered shale. Pediments are crossed by first and second-order rills. As these rills coalesce downstream into washes and gullies, the pediment apron grades into an alluvial plain underlain by silty alluvium of increasing thickness toward the Fremont River.

The valley of the Fremont River itself is underlain by up to 30 m of alluvium. Gray silt locally derived from the Mancos Shale is interbedded with sand and gravel from more distant sources upstream. Two prominent surfaces are evident in the valley. The active floodplain is 2 to 3 m above the riverbed, and the older floodplain abandoned by arroyo cutting lies 4 to 5 m above the river. Large tributary drainages are graded to the active floodplain, while small drainages may still be graded to the abandoned floodplain.

2.4. Soils

Soils developed on the slopes are thin and paralithic (Fig. 6), with a three-layer structure. The surface is a crust, 0.8 to 2.25 cm thick, with a popcorn texture (Hodges and Bryan, 1982), and is formed by silt-sized shale chips cemented by soluble salts. When the crust is removed, it can be reformed in one wetting-and-drying cycle. Desiccation has cracked this crust into polygons averaging 6 cm across. Crescent-shaped cracks, concave down-slope and ranging from 20 to 100 cm in width, are also present in places.

On slopes formed on Blue Gate Shale, a layer, 0 to 24 cm thick, of randomly-oriented silt-to-sand-sized shale chips is present next below the crust. The chips are flat and longer than they are wide. In places, the upper portion of this layer is loosely cemented by soluble salts. This cemented portion generally thickens in the down-slope direction from 1 to 2 cm near the slope crest, and 4 to 8 cm near the slope toe. The lower portion of this slope is not cemented and increases in thickness from 0.5 to 2 cm near the crest, and 4 to 19 cm near the slope toe. In places, there is a gradation with depth as the chips become larger and more horizontally oriented. This layer also increases in thickness in the down-slope direction from 4 cm near the top to 8 cm near the base. Variations in the thickness of this layer in the mid-slope

Fig. 5. Outcrop of the upper portion of the Tununk Shale below the Skyline Rim showing the short, rounded ridges extending out from the rim. Note the deep rilling.

Fig. 6. Soil transect down a ridge of Blue Gate Shale, near the North Caineville Mesa (see Fig. 1).
area appear to be caused by slab failures and flows. It can be absent from detachment areas and doubly thick where movement halted.

The layer of randomly-oriented chips grades into a lower layer, generally less that 10 cm thick, that is horizontally oriented. Chip size increases with depth and grades into unweathered rock with an indefinite boundary.

Steep slopes underlain by the Tununk Shale appear to have about the same soil profile as those underlain by the Blue Gate. However, in the valley bottoms "...where the shale surface is gently undulating weathering yields a foot or more of fluffy aggregate composed of tiny flakes of shale, bits of clay and particles of sand. This soil, if it can be called soil, is easily moved about by the wind and locally collects in small dunes. This soil is not confined to the obviously bentonitic zones and its peculiar behavior may reflect the presence of other unusual constituents." (Hunt et al., 1953, p. 80).

3. Erosion processes

3.1. Mass movement

Three processes generate mass movement on the Blue Gate Shale slopes: creep, slab failure, and mudflow. All three of these processes move sediment to the base of the slopes, where it awaits fluvial transport out of the system. While all are gravity driven, they operate at different frequencies and have different controls.

3.1.1. Creep

A forty-year study (Godfrey, 1997b) of the downslope creep movement of surface crust was carried out by placing 20 pins along the contour between two benchmarks and then measuring the down-slope movement of each pin through time, along the slope to the point where the pin entered the soil. The results indicated a rate of 5.9 cm per year of down-slope creep movement for measurements taken near the mid-slope position and where the slope was only shale. Adjacent pins often moved together, while non-adjacent pins in the line moved differing amounts. This resulted in an increase in standard deviation with time. Annual downslope movement was not uniform, but was greater in years such as 1985 and 1989 when the crust remained wet during several consecutive days of precipitation.

3.1.2. Slab failure

At places along the Blue Gate Shale slopes, concave downward tension cracks are evident. Some are only a centimeter or so wide, while others are much larger. These cracks are detachment scarps at the heads of slabs of the crust, and some underlying material that slipped down-slope. Fig. 7 shows an example of one that moved about a meter. Small-slab failures (Fig. 7) can account for the variation in soil thickness: thin in the head-scar region and a doubling of the thickness where the slab comes to rest. Although there are no observations correlating these small-slab failures with precipitation events, it is apparent that the movement of these slabs occurs at those times when the component of weight parallel to the slope exceeds the frictional resistance with the underlying layer. Such weight increase is most likely due to short-term loading by the additional weight of absorbed precipitation.

The amount of water and the duration of the wetted condition both appear to be important in causing mass movement such as slab failure. It appears that several days of continuous wetting produce episodic increases in the rate of movement (Godfrey, 1997b, p. 191). Observation of precipitation events during the wet winters of 1997 and 2005 strengthen this proposition.

In January 1997, 33 cm of snow fell in the study area with a water content of 42.7 mm as measured at the Hanksville weather station. Due to cold weather, the snow remained on the ground for 26 days, releasing water to the ground by melting for 10 of those 26 days. The result was that many of the hillsides were stripped down to near bedrock with the sediment accumulating at the base of the slopes (Fig. 8).

3.1.3. Mudflow

The wet winter of 2005 resulted in mudflows, the third type of mass movement. In that year, January received 36.6 mm of rain and snow. The result was a series of mudflows (Fig. 9) that initiated about mid-slope. The flows did not strip the soil down to bedrock and there was no obvious bedrock control; they were not restricted to areas of convergent flow. As with the large-slab failures, these flows carried sediment only to the toe slope position, not out to the Fremont River.

The January monthly precipitation totals that caused both the large-slab failure and the mudflows were each about four times the average for January (420% in 1997 and 350% in 2005). While the monthly totals were quite similar, the daily delivery of moisture to the soil was different (Fig. 10). The 1997 snowmelt delivered small and nearly equal amounts on a nearly continuous basis. The 2005 rain and wet snow event was marked by two days of high precipitation followed by several days of lesser amounts. It is possible that the first day’s high precipitation (day 1 in Fig. 10) thoroughly soaked the soil, and the subsequent event (days 6, 7 and 8) triggered the mudflows.

To summarize, erosion on shale slopes is dominated by mass movement. These processes move sediment to the toe slope position of the narrow ridges underlain by the Blue Gate Shale. Sixty-five
percent of creep movement occurs in the months of November through May. The large-slab failures and the mudflows can also occur during the same winter period and increase the percentage of downslope movement during these months. During the winter season, a combination of long-duration precipitation events and cool soil temperatures permit moisture to remain in the soil, leading to the mass movements. During the summer season, on the other hand, precipitation events, while intense, are of short duration, measured in terms of minutes or hours. Further, a recording soil temperature probe has frequently recorded temperatures in excess of 40 °C and as much as 50 °C. These hot conditions lead to rapid drying of the soil. Slopes underlain by the Tununk Shale show no apparent signs of mass movement. There are no visible concave down-slope tension cracks. There were neither slab failures nor mudflows during the winters when these features appeared on the Blue Gate Shale slopes.

### 3.2. Fluvial transport

Fluvial processes occur mainly during the summer monsoon season or early fall when cut-off low pressure systems wander up from the south. These storm events can be of sufficient intensity, duration, and quantity to produce runoff that can transport the sediment to the Fremont River. Collection pits 0.9 by 2.4 by 3.7 m were installed adjacent to the toe-slope areas in both the Tununk and Blue Gate Shales at the request of the US Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for an on-going monitoring program. Sediment accumulation in these pits was measured from 2000 through 2005 generally in May and November. A comparison of the two sets of measurements showed that 95% of the sediment carried off the slopes and onto the pediments occurred during the summer season. Further, the measurements indicated that fluvial erosion of the Tununk Shale is at about twice the rate of the Blue Gate Shale.

On the slopes, summer events have cut numerous rills (Fig. 11). These rills can persist for several years because a general lack of soil moisture during most winters hinders ice crystal formation even though freezing temperatures are common in the winter. Ice crystal growth can accelerate creep and loosening of the soil surface, which can lead to filling in of rills (Schumm and Lusby 1963, p. 3660–3661).

These summer storms produce short-duration flash floods in the narrow channels upstream from the pediments (Dick et al., 1997). However, out on the pediments, the flows spread out to produce sheet floods, as indicated by the presence of mud-balls (Goudie, 2004) and sandstone blocks on the flats between channels. A 40-year measurement of the bed of one dry wash near the proximal end of a pediment in the Gilbert Badlands area has shown that for the first 20 years (1966 to 1986) there was about 84 cm of aggradation. Then, from 1986 to 1994, the bed remained stable before downcutting 10 cm by 2006. During that same 40 years, the channel meander remained in place until 1986 and then began to migrate outward a total of 25 cm from 1986 to 2006.

Suspended sediment transport by the Fremont River was investigated by reviewing the US Geologic Survey’s records at the stream gauge station, Fremont River near Caineville. The USGS collected 87 suspended sediment samples at approximately once-a-month intervals from early 1967 to mid-1982. These data show almost no relationship between concentration of sediment and flow volume, suggesting that the river can transport most of the sediment supplied to it. Deposition occurs on the floodplain when the river overtops its banks because flow is slowed by roughness and vegetation.
4. Rates

4.1. Return intervals

To determine the return intervals of the large mass-movement events, such as the 1997 slab failures and the 2005 mudflows, winter months with over 30 mm of precipitation were selected. Then the daily amounts for each of these months were graphed and compared with the precipitation events of 1997 and 2005. The 2005 amounts were obtained from the Hanksville weather station, and the 1997 moisture delivered to the soil was computed by multiplying the percent of the reported daily change in snow depth by the reported water content of the original snow column, considering an equal distribution of water throughout that column. Only another winter precipitation event similar to the 1997 one that produced the large-slab failures, and only two events similar to the 2005 precipitation pattern that produced mud flows were found. This suggests that events capable of generating large-slab failures have a 30-year recurrence interval, while those capable of generating mud flows appear to have a 20-year recurrence interval.

Estimating the return interval for fluvial transport of sediment from the slopes to the Fremont River has proven more difficult than determining mass-movement return intervals. This is because of several factors. First, the summer storms are quite localized, so that one that produces runoff sufficient to transport sediment in the Caineville area probably would not be reported at the Hanksville weather station. The second is that we do not know exactly the minimum magnitude and duration that is required to transport Mancos sediment. Now that a recording rain gauge has been installed at one of the study sites, we hope to get a better understanding of the size of summer storm necessary to produce sediment-transporting runoff. For now, our best estimate, from reviewing the Hanksville weather records reported by the Western Regional Climate Center, is that these storms have a 10 to 20% chance of occurring during a summer monsoon season.

4.2. Rate of surface lowering on slopes

Measurements indicate that the slope surfaces are lowering rapidly. Erosion pins were placed in the Gilbert Badlands area about 9 km south of the North Caineville Mesa sites, in 1966. They have been remeasured periodically since then (Godfrey 1979) with the most recent measurement in 2006. Pins were installed vertically and all measurements were in the vertical direction. Pins in the mid-slope position indicate a lowering rate of 3.2 mm/yr, while those in the toe slope position indicate a rate of 1.2 mm/yr.

A second set of data in the Caineville area resulted from measuring the lowering of the benchmarks at either end of the mass movement lines described above. The measured vertical lowering of slopes at these 11 locations over about 20 years ranges from 0 to 8.4 mm/yr. The result of these measurements is a 3.5 mm/yr average. There were some locations of rising, rather than lowering, but inspection showed that these areas were at the toes of recent mud flows or small slab failures where aggradation would be expected.

Theses rates of ground lowering are in agreement with the information from the sediment collection pit data (Table 1). These data indicate that the Blue Gate slopes are lowering between 2.8 to 3.5 mm/yr while the Tununk slopes are lowering between 4.6 and 8.5 mm/yr, or at about twice the rate of the Blue Gate. This calculated rate for the Blue Gate slopes is in line with the amount of ground lowering at various benchmarks described above. This measured rate of ground lowering is also consistent with calculated amounts of slope retreat from terraces reported as Pinedale age (Last Glacial Maximum, LGM), ranging from 17 to 21 ka (Repka et al., 1997a, p. 71, 1997b).

4.3. Rate of surface lowering on pediments

Pins were placed on pediments in two portions of the Gilbert Badlands in 1966 and remeasured in 2006. These measurements used the same method as the slope measurements. One area showed aggradation of the pediment surface of 0.36 mm/yr, while the other showed erosion of 0.06 mm/yr. These observations suggest a relatively stable pediment surface.

Several lines of circumstantial evidence also suggest that the pediment surfaces are not being significantly eroded at present. In 1938, a series of survey stakes was placed along a pediment and adjacent slope to observe changes in rills. When revisited in 1968 (Hunt, 1973), many of the survey stakes on the pediment were present, while none were present on the adjacent side slopes. A repeat visit in 2006 confirmed the presence of survey stakes on the pediment. While the distance these stakes were set in the ground was not quantified, they did appear to be at about what one would expect. The same situation is true for a US Coast and Geodetic Survey benchmark set in 1927. Observation of the benchmark in 2005 suggests there has been no significant ground lowering in the ensuing 78 years.

A final line of evidence comes from a small purple flower, brittle phacelia (Phacelia demissa var. demissa). This 4 to 8 cm high flower carpeted the pediments in the Caineville area in the spring of 2005. It was totally absent from the slope areas. The seeds are between 2 and 4 mm long and are dispersed by water and wind. They can remain dormant for many years. This plant germinates only after a wet winter, and it has been reported that the last previous flowering was about 15 years before. If the pediments were actively aggrading or eroding, the seeds of this plant would be either buried or removed in the years between flowerings.

The pediments underlain by the Blue Gate Shale are prone to sheet flooding. This is indicated by the presence of locally derived mudballs and sandstone cobbles derived from the overlying Emery Sandstone caprock. Sandstone cobbles lying on the flat pediments indicate that flooded washes can overtop their banks and spread out onto the pediments. Sheet flooding can also be augmented by precipitation directly on the pediments. However, the finding that the pediment surface is neither aggrading nor eroding suggests that sheet flooding does not erode the pediments. This conclusion is in agreement with Smith (1958, p. 998) who concluded, "Sheet wash is apparently not a major erosional agency on the surface of miniature pediments once the surface has been developed, but is chiefly an agent of transportation and maintains the graded profile of the pediment by removing..."
debris derived from adjacent buttes. Larger scattered fragments and broken nodules common on the pediment surface are derived from the slope above.

**4.4. Fremont River**

The average annual flow at the Fremont River stream gauge near Caineville, UT is 2.1 m³/s. This gauge is located about 15 km upstream from the study area and has a contributing area of 3129 km².

The Fremont River experienced a cycle of arroyo cutting and refilling common to many streams on the Colorado Plateau in the nineteenth century, and well described elsewhere (Gellis et al., 1991; Cook and Reeves, 1976). This part of the Fremont River valley was occupied by several farming communities by about 1875. The river was described at that time as a shallow, meandering stream about 15 m wide. Water for irrigation was easily diverted with brush and rock dams. Then, beginning in 1897, a series of floods swept down the valley, creating a wide braided channel; repeatedly washing away fields, diversions, and irrigation canals; and causing the abandonment of many settlements. By 1937, this flood channel was about 300 m wide, with cut banks 3 to 4 m high (Fig. 12). In 1937, Hunt et al. (1953, p. 2073) estimated that some $30 \times 10^6$ m³ of material had been eroded from this reach of river, about $0.75 \times 10^6$ m³/yr.

In the early 1940s, measurements of the Colorado River at Lee’s Ferry showed that concentrations of both suspended load and dissolved solids had started to decrease (Gellis et al., 1991; Thomas 1963). At about this time, the arroyos of many of the Colorado Plateau rivers began to heal and revegetate (Hereford, 1986; Gellis et al., 1991). The channel of the Fremont River began to shrink and accrete sediment to a newly forming floodplain inset within the 1897 flood channel, at about this time, although records of the exact timing are sketchy. The rate of channel shrinking and sediment deposition increased after about 1980, until by 2000 the channel had been transformed into a narrow, meandering channel much as described a century earlier (Fig. 13).

By 2002, the channel in most locations had shrunk to a width of sufficiently small capacity that floods frequently went over bank and spread sediment over the entire floodplain (Fig. 14). Thus, channel evolution is apparently entering Everitt’s stage II, aggradation (Everitt, 1993, p. 239, 1998, Fig. 3). A comparison of the computed magnitude and frequency curve for the Caineville gauge with recent floods that overtopped the banks and deposited sediment on the floodplain indicates that the 20-percent probability (five-year frequency) event is capable of building up the floodplain.

As the channel geometry evolves, the maximum stream power (in W/m²) applied to the riverbed is decreasing, because flood waves are attenuated in the narrower and more sinuous channel, as described on the Gila River by Burkham (1976a). Moreover, increasingly dense riverbank and floodplain vegetation are increasing the roughness of the flow path, resulting in a larger percentage of total available energy consumed in turbulence and less in traction (Burkham, 1976b). Thus,
an increasing proportion of sediment delivered from the upland landscape is being stored locally, and less is continuing downstream.

Fig. 14 shows one of two resurveyed cross sections of the river and part of its floodplain. The area between the 1982 and 2004 surfaces is 140 m². Multiplying this figure by 1000 m³/km yields a floodplain sedimentation rate of 140,000 m³/km of valley. The average of the two cross-sections suggests roughly 4 million m³ of sediment storage in 20 years for the 40 km of valley; or 200,000 m³ per year. At that rate, it will take 200 years to restore the 30 million m³ of erosion reported by Hunt et al. (1953). Geologic and archaeological data suggests that the previous cycle of arroyo filling on the Colorado Plateau took 400 years (Hereford, 1986, 2002) to 600 years (Graf, 1987, p. 266).

5. Conclusions

The elements that make up the Fremont River landscape, hillslope, pediment, and floodplain, are semi-independent actors in sediment delivery. Each operates with its own set of processes. In each landscape element, sediment movement is episodic at different frequencies, with intervals of storage between episodes of active transportation (Fig. 15). The system of slope to pediment and across the pediments is well-connected; the fluvial processes appear to have a shorter return interval than the mass-movement processes. However, the system of pediment to stream by way of the floodplain contains two components, and can be considered split-connectivity. The first component operates on the time scale of fluvial events and delivers sediment directly and indirectly to the stream. The second component operates on a multi-century time scale, and reflects the Fremont River’s pattern of long periods of sediment storage punctuated by occasional episodes of erosion. Thus, the overall sense of a through-flowing stream of sediment from hillslope to base-level is apparent only on the millennial time scale.

On upland slopes, sediment moves primarily by mass-movement processes, including creep, slab failure, and mudflow. These processes are favored by winter’s low-intensity, long-duration precipitation events that slake the shale, converting it to soil. Long-duration precipitation events, cool temperatures, and consequent low evaporation wet the crust and increase its weight. At least 65% of slope movement occurs during this season. Slab failures and mudflows appear to have a 20 to 30-year recurrence interval, while creep averages about 6 cm per year.

Sediment movement on pediments, alluvial flats, and low-order tributaries is dominated by fluvial processes. This occurs mainly during the summer monsoon season or early fall (the warm season of Hereford and Webb, 1992). These weather patterns produce high-intensity, short-duration storm events that can produce sufficient runoff to transport sediment from the toe slopes to the Fremont River. About 95% of the sediment collected in the monitoring pits occurs during this time. These events are generally localized and appear to have about a 5 to 10-year recurrence interval.

Fig. 15. System connections in the Mancos Shale badlands and Fremont River system.

Seasonality of geomorphic processes within the Mancos Shale badlands is therefore evident, with annual variations in sediment generation, delivery and flushing, and resulting seasonal morphology (see, on this matter, Etheredge et al., 2004; Faulkner, 1988; Harvey, 1987; Schumm, 1956; Wells and Gutierrez, 1982).

On the mainstem Fremont River and higher-order tributaries, minor sediment movement is continuous; but on the grand scale of centuries, the system alternates between states of erosion (arroyo cutting) and deposition (arroyo healing). Sediment derived from both upland and upriver sources is currently being stored in 40 km of the Fremont River floodplain at the rate of 200,000 m³/yr.
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